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Ambush Marketing 

 
TALIN. V1 

 

ABSTRACT 

Due to increased competition and media fragmentation, today companies are looking for 

alternate media by which they are able to differentiate their offerings. One such medium 

is sponsorships. Sponsorships for companies is becoming increasingly expensive, the 

companies are therefore exploring alternative strategies whereby they get dual benefits of 

saving the sponsorship fee and at the same time reap the benefit of the event. Ambush 

marketing is one such technique. Ambush marketing can be defined as a marketing 

strategy where in the advertisers associate themselves with and therefore capitalize on a 

particular event without paying any sponsorship fee. From a theoretical perspective, 

what happens is that a company is able to garner the goodwill and popularity of an event 

without paying anything for the event. Even the authorization from the concerned parties 

is not taken. The word ambush comes from French verb “embuschier” which means “to 

place in a wood”. The term was coined by Jerry Welsh. The associated danger of ambush 

marketing is that the official sponsor who has paid for a heavy amount for the event loses 

its identification as well as it reduces the intended effectiveness. This paper seeks to 

address the various issues related to ambush marketing in detail. The focus shall be to 

study the concepts, its type, its current relevance in the marketing scenario and its 

impending dangers. The focus shall also be towards the recent strategies which the 

companies are adopting in the light of Ambush Marketing and what are its implications 

on the sponsor as well as the target audience. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the increased competition and media fragmentation, today companies are looking for 

alternate media by which they are able to differentiate their offerings. One such medium is 

sponsorships. Sponsorships for companies is becoming increasingly expensive, the 

companies are therefore exploring alternative strategies whereby they get dual benefits of 

saving the sponsorship fee and at the same time reap the benefit of the event. Ambush 

marketing is one such technique. Ambush marketing can be defined as a marketing strategy 

where in the advertisers associate them with and therefore capitalize on a particular event 

without paying any sponsorship fee. From a theoretical perspective, what happens is that a 

 
1 Author is a student at Maharashtra National Law University, Aurangabad, India. 
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company is able to garner the goodwill and popularity of an event without paying anything 

for the event. Even the authorization from the concerned parties is not taken. The word 

ambush comes from French verb “embuschier” which means “to place in a wood”. The term 

was coined by Jerry Welsh. The associated danger of ambush marketing is that the official 

sponsor who has paid for a heavy amount for the event loses its identification as well as it 

reduces the intended effectiveness. The research paper highlights’ on the various issues the 

various issues related to ambush marketing in detail. The focus shall be to study the concepts, 

its type, its current relevance in the marketing scenario and its impending dangers. The focus 

shall also be towards the recent strategies which the companies are adopting in the light of 

Ambush Marketing and what are its implications on the sponsor as well as the target 

audience. 

According to McCarthy, ambush marketing is a type of marketing by a company that is not 

an official sponsor of an event but places advertisements using the event to induce customers 

to pay attention to the advertisement. From a theoretical perspective, ambush marketing can 

be explained to a company's attempt to control on the goodwill, reputation, and popularity of 

a particular event by creating an association with it without the authorization or the consent 

of the necessary parties. The first incident of ambush marketing was seen in Los Angeles 

Olympics in 1984 where Fuji was the official sponsor of the games but Kodak sponsored the 

ABC broadcasting of the event and the official film of the US track team, thus ambushing 

Fuji. 

II. HISTORY OF AMBUSH MARKETING 
The growth of the sponsorship mainly resulted due to the following reasons: 

1. To increase the public recognition and if possible allow some sponsors for an direct 

investment. 

2. To obtain higher returns from their events they decided to be more sophisticated in 

developing the packages. 

In lieu of sponsorship fees, the official sponsors of the event typically get exclusive rights to 

promote their brand by advertising opportunities such as putting banners of the brand during 

the event, to advertise the product through certain channels e.g., T.V, Radio, Internet etc, 

being the official provider of a team’s uniform or shoes, by selling VIP tickets.2 

The following are incidents of Ambush Marketing: 

 
2 Melkomian M G. (2010). Ambush Marketing: Law and Ethics. http://www.luys.am/gayaneh_melkomianMc 

Gill University 2010, (last visited on October5, 2017) 
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In the 1984 Olympics, Fuji was the official sponsor of the event but Kodak sponsored T.V 

broadcasts of the games as well as the U.S track. Fuji returns the favour in kind by 

broadcasting the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games of which Kodak was the official sponsor. 

At 1992 Olympic Games Reebok was the official sponsor of the event but Nike through 

Ambush Market Conducted press conferences to promote their brand 

In the best ambush marketing accomplishment ever Nike's man Michael Jordan, Air 

Sponsorship himself, acknowledges the gold medal for basketball and conceals the Reebok 

logo on his kit. 

1994 Winter Olympics in Lillehammer, Norway: in light of authority sponsor Visa's claims 

that American Express isn't acknowledged at the Olympic Village, AmEx makes an 

advertisement campaign guaranteeing (effectively) that Americans needn't bother with 

"visas" to go to Norway. The 1994 Visa-AmEx issue was a continuation of a piece 

highlighting precisely the same from the 1992 Winter Olympics. 

In 1996, Burger King sponsored the national Olympic group of the United Kingdom while 

McDonald's was an official sponsor of the Olympic Games. 

2000 Sydney Olympics: Qantas Airlines' trademark "The Spirit of Australia" sounds 

strikingly like the diversions' motto "Offer the Spirit." Qantas claims it's only a fortuitous 

event to the sound of authority sponsor Ansett Air weakly slamming its clench hands into the 

meeting room table. 

2002 Boston Marathon: Nike strikes again. As Adidas-sponsored runners come off the course 

they are treated to spray-painted ‘swoosh’s’ honouring the day of the race, but not the race 

itself. 

During the 2007 ICC World Cup, Sachin Tendulkar this time seen endorsing Reliance 

Communications telecom products. A Hutch official said players taking part in the World 

Cup are not allowed to endorse the competition of sponsors. Hutch was the global sponsor of 

the mega event. 

Samsung is “spending more than $100m in marketing to underpin its Olympics sponsorship, 

with around two-thirds of that amount being ploughed into the UK,” the Financial Times 

reports — a 20% increase over what it spent at the 2008 Beijing Olympics. 

The Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games 

announced that it had already secured over $720 million in sponsorship fees for the 2010 

Winter Olympics. 
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The London Olympic Games and Paralympics Games Act 2006 contains provisions to 

attempt to restrict ambush advertising at the 2012 Summer Olympics and the London 

organizing Committee of the Olympic and Paralympics Games (LOCOG) announced that it 

would attempt to crack down on the relatively new form of online keyword ambush 

marketing. A study by the Global Language Monitor found that many non-affiliated brands, 

such as Subway, Red Bull, and Sony are among the top rated on GLM's brand affiliation 

Index (BAI). The BAI measures the perceived relationship between London 2012 and the 

particular brand.3  

2015 Cricket World Cup, New Zealand is planning to enact laws to combat ambush 

marketing, according to former Sports Minister Trevor Mallard. 

III. STRATEGIES USED IN AMBUSH MARKETING- 
The strategic use of symbols and the related trademarks of the event which gives the 

depiction in regards to the genuine sponsors of the event. Here, the individual or advertiser 

purposefully tries to receive the rewards from the event. There are numerous ways in which 

direct ambush marketing is done. Some of them are enlisted beneath.  

Predatory Ambushing: 

The direct ambushing of a market contender, purposefully striking an opponent's official 

sponsorship with an attempt to obtain market share end goal to pick up piece of the pie, and 

to befuddle consumers in the matter of who is the official sponsor. The campaign adopted by 

AMEX against VISA amid the 1994 winter diversions is a case of predatory ambushing. 

Official sponsor VISA was insulted when AMEX broadcast a commercial with the slogan, 

'So in case you're heading out to Norway, you will require an international ID, however you 

needn't bother with a Visa'.4 

Coattail Ambushing: 

It is an effort by a brand to directly connect itself with a property or event by "playing up" an 

association with the event that is authentic yet does not include commercial related 

sponsorship and is done without securing official event sponsor status. As it suggests to the 

spontaneous relationship of an organization to an event. In Beijing Summer Olympics, 2008, 

after Liu Xiang's injury in the men's 110m obstacles, Nike discharged a full-page 

advertisement in the real Beijing daily paper including the picture of the melancholy Liu, a 

 
3 Ibid 
4 Dean Crow and Janet Hoek, Ambush Marketing: A Critical Review and Some Practical Advice, Marketing 

Bulletin, 2003, 14, Article 1, http://marketing-bulletin.massey.ac.nz (Accessed on October 6, 2017) 
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Nike-supported competitor, and the slogan: "Love rivalry. Love taking a chance with your 

pride. Love winning it back. Love giving it all that you have. Love the radiance. Love the 

agony. Love the game when it breaks your hear". The act done by Nike caused damages to 

Adidas who were the official sponsors of the event.5 

Ambushing trade mark/Infringement: 

The intended unauthorized use of protected intellectual property, such properties compromise 

logos of teams, events, making use of unauthorized references to tournaments, teams or 

athletes, words and symbols in a brand’s marketing as a means of attaching itself in the eyes 

of consumers to a property or event. In UEFA European Championships, 2008, betting 

company Unibet released a series of magazine advertisement in Polish magazine, Pitkanoza 

for online betting on the European Championship, explicitly featuring the words ‘Euro 2008’ 

and football in their adverts. 

Ambushing by degree: 

Sponsor self-ambushing can be defined as the marketing activities done by an official 

sponsor above and beyond what has been agreed in the sponsorship contract. It is the practice 

to breach the limits of the company’s sponsorship boundaries in a way that it violates on 

another sponsor’s marketing or advertising.6 

Indirect Ambush Marketing: 

a) Ambushing by association 

The utilisation of imagery or terminology not protected by intellectual-property laws to create 

an impression that an organization has links to a sporting event or property. 

Value based Ambushing 

Moulding by a non-sponsor of its marketing activities to appeal to the same values or involve 

the same themes as do the event or its promotion, such that audiences attracted to the event or 

its marketing will likewise be attracted to the non-sponsor's marketing. It can be 

comprehended as making a direct reference to the event or property’s theme or values to 

imply a link with the event in the mind of the consumers. Puma, in the European 

Championship, 2008, in order to promote its football line used the tagline, June 2008: 

Together Everywhere, thus making a direct reference to the event being played that month.  

 
5 Ms Charul Agrawal, Ms Jyothi Byahatti “Re-engineering of Indian Economy-Opportunities & Challenges, 

http://indialawjournal.com/volume4/issue_4/article_5.html (Accessed on October 6, 2017) 
6 Ann Bransom, Demand Media, http://yourbusiness.azcentral.com/four-types-ambush-marketing-14038.html 

(Accessed on October 7, 2017) 
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Ambushing ‘by distraction’ 

It can be comprehended that making the diversion in or around the place of event, not having 

any relationship with the event, in order to seek the attention from the audience and promote 

it’s product. In 2008 British Open championship, Bentley’s set up a line of Bentley cars 

outside the hill side golf which is next to the Royale Birkdale, the host of the open, which 

attracted great attention from the audience in the event. 

d. Parallel property ambushing 

 It is an application of ‘ambushing by distraction’ in which the ambusher-marketed product is 

the event/property itself, thus maximising on the main event’s goodwill. Nike composed a 

worldwide challenge "human race" in 24 nations around the globe including Shanghai, where 

the Olympics, 2008 was occurring, which was proceeded for 7 days following the Olympics, 

and assembled an immense universal marketing all through Olympics based on Nike and the 

marathon. 

e. Pre-emptive Ambushing 

When the official sponsor creates the market broadcasts in order to take the position of any 

possible ambush marketing campaigns of the rivals, thus prompting the ambush activities and 

distracting the focus from any of the other official sponsors of the event. Nike sorted out a 

worldwide challenge "human race" in 24 nations around the globe including Shanghai, where 

the Olympics, 2008 was occurring, which was proceeded for 7 days following the Olympics, 

and accumulated an enormous universal marketing all through Olympics revolved around 

Nike and the marathon.  

Incidental Ambush Marketing 

This theory comes into picture when the market of an organization lead to such incidental 

ambushing of the official sponsors. It can be done in two ways:  

a. Unintentional Ambushing- 

This is the point at which the consumers erroneously distinguish a non-sponsoring 

organization as an official sponsor because of its past affiliation or due desire of relationship 

with the event. Speedo earned a significant consideration from media as consequence of 

achievement of swimmers wearing LZR racer bathing suits. 

b. Saturation Ambushing 

In this particular type of ambushing, ambushers expand their communications of media 

advertising and it’s marketing activities yet not make any reference directly to the event 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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itself. During the Beijing Olympics an athlete named Lucozade, was indulged in aggressive 

marketing and promoting of products of non- sponsors during the event. Due to increased 

broadcast media attention and television audience surrounding the event non-official sponsors 

tend to use the method of saturation ambushing. 

IV. ADVANTAGES OF AMBUSH MARKETING 
Ambush marketing is an intellectual property infringement carried out by the non- sponsors 

for the profit motive of the company Ambush marketing campaigns are vaporous: sporting 

events such as world cups Olympics etc occur for a short period of time.7 Consequently it 

turns out to be exceptionally difficult for the event organizers to practice their legitimate 

options to reduce such action.  It becomes very hard for the event organizers to exercise their 

legal rights to stop this activity. During the Cricket World cup of 1994, Coke was the official 

sponsor of the event but Pepsi ambushed coke by coming up with a slogan in their 

advertisement i.e., “nothing official about it”. Pepsi got away with this by using a popular 

strategy of releasing a disclaimer in the advertisement that nothing is official about it. 

disclaimer “the company is not an official sponsor and has not paid to affiliate with the 

event”. Also, there is no proper legislation deal with the application of the ambush marketing 

in the commercial, only a few cases have been progressed through the judicial system.  

As there is lack of cases regarding ambush marketing there are very few number of cases 

being reported.8 

The following are few benefits of ambush marketing enlisted below: 

In ambush marketing, both the brands and their organisation get a great amount of media. 

Additionally, the companies  

Additionally, the advertising companies win in light of the fact that the customer increments 

their expenditure at the point which was actually arranged resulting in more income. This 

discharges vitality and makes recharged energy. The CEOs of the two companies spend 

additional time with the concerned brand's heads; in this manner get more prominent chance 

and visibility. 

Ambush marketing makes a stiff competition in the market between the official sponsors and 

the non-official sponsors of the event. So consumers get a variety of options to choose their 

brands in the market at a lower cost. 

 
7 articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com, (Accessed on October 8, 2017) 
8 Supra Note 6 
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V. IMPACT OF AMBUSH MARKETING 
In today’s era there has been a rapid growth of ambush marketing, there has been a lot of 

indication regarding it by many companies, but the evidences of its existence is very limited. 

The happening of these activities have resulted lot of damage to the rights of the sponsor and 

the event organizers. 

Impact on Sponsorship- 

Sponsorship is very essential for making an event successful. It helps in generating a good 

amount of revenue, it also provides technical support to the event organizers, it also 

publicizes the event so that people gets attracted towards the event by many other ways. It not 

only benefits the sponsors but also many other people such as event organizers, masses etc. 

The main idea of sponsorship is to promote and attract a particular brand or event to the 

public for the purpose of profit motive. Nowadays even sponsorship is getting expensive, a 

huge amount of sum is spent by the company for getting sponsorship. 

Most of the companies demand return over investment and exclusivity, when they invest a 

huge amount of sums in getting a sponsorship. But ambush marketing infringes the 

exclusivity and leads to a heavy loss to the company. Sponsorship is one of the ways of 

getting a good revenue from the company but due to ambush marketing done by other non- 

official sponsors it results in loss of sponsorship to the event organizers. 

Many incidences of ambush marketing have been seen in the recent years, one such incident 

was about Adidas which shortly after the 1988 Football World cup wanted to remain the 

official sponsor in the 2002 World Cup but Nike through ambush marketing took away the 

exclusivity of Adidas which resulted in a heavy loss to the company.9 

Impact on Sponsors- 

From the medium of sponsorship, the sponsors ties to make a direct reference with the 

consumers. An proper identification is required so as to the real sponsor of the event. When 

ambush marketing comes into the picture in any event, it makes difficult for the consumers to 

identify the official sponsors of the event. It creates a lot of confusion in the minds of the 

consumers and thus results in a heavy loss to the official sponsors of the event.10 

Impact on Event Organizers 

At the point when the Ambusher's will enter the market, the exclusive right of the sponsor 

 
9Ambush Marketing: Virtue or Vice, http://blogs.sun.ac.zaiplawfiles201208Ambush-Marketing-Virtue-

orVice.pdf (Accessed on October 10, 2017)  
10 Supra Note 4 
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will encroach. What a sponsor being exclusive can gain, his winning will decrease to more 

than ten million dollars if the ambusher's come in advertising. This will lead sponsors to 

think, regardless of whether they ought to put resources into sponsorship which will at last 

influence the income age for any occasion and to a great extent occasion's fame may likewise 

break down. In the FIFA World Cup 2010, when Nike not being an official sponsor before 

world glass made a three-moment advertisement with number of heroes, for example, 

Ronaldo, Drogba, Cannavaro, Rooney and Ribery on TV, You Tube furthermore, about 14 

million individuals watched that video. That advertisement did not contain any image, sign of 

the occasion yet being of same nature pulled in individuals, which influenced the exclusive 

right of the real sponsor of the event. This would have made the official sponsor to think for 

further sponsorship in the FIFA World Cup. 

Impact on Consumers- 

The primary reason behind firms or companies being engaged with ambush marketing 

exercises is to build the structure of the company. The technique used by the ambushers is the 

image transfer technique process to reach the target groups through attractive sport setting 

ambushers The consumers are influenced in a way that they relate positive picture towards a 

brand, they get alluded towards the brand and associate them towards the brand and therefore 

exchange the positive image of the event to the brand. 

Impact on IPR Right Holder- 

In Ambush Marketing, ambusher not only infringes the IP rights of the holder (sponsors and 

event organizers) yet additionally violates the IP rights by maximising earned goodwill 

through an event. The registered symbols of the event are used by the event organizers which 

often lead to hefty losses. 

VI. LAWS ON AMBUSH MARKETING IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 
India 

Recently, there was advertisements of ambush marketing we have seen in Mumbai. It was the 

point at which the Jet Airways thought of a battle saying "We've Changed" and on the other 

way the Kingfisher Airlines came up saying "We've Made Them Changed". These two were 

additionally ambushed when the Go aviation routes came up saying "We've Not Changed. 

We Are Still The Smartest Way To Fly". Aside from these the most recent ambush marketing 

was seen when Procter and Gamble for its cleanser image named 'Pantene' propelled an 

advertisement with a slogan "A Mystery Shampoo. Eighty Percent ladies say it is superior to 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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whatever else." After a couple of days Hindustan Unilever thought of its cleanser image 

'Pigeon' with a slogan "There is no Mystery, Bird is the No. 1 cleanser". In this way this was 

a reasonable situation when the campaign for 'Pantene' was ambushed by 'Dove'.11 Seeing 

some of the few instances mentioned above, currently India has as no particular Anti-Ambush 

Marketing laws being set down. In spite of the fact that India is intending to arrange the 

Olympics in near future not so distant future and other sporting events , however now there 

has not been an proper legislation been implemented by the parliament which can entirely 

avoid Ambush Marketing. In any case, under the Trademarks Act, 1999 if a commercial uses 

registered trademarks against the rival or the event organizers then an infringement action or 

passing of action can be passed against the commercial under the Trademarks Act, 1999.  

In case of ICC Development v. Arvee Enterprises and Anr the court held that, it is very 

essential to prove the element that there was “Likelihood of confusion” in the minds of the 

people and also that the defendants were the sponsors of the world cup.  Additionally, The 

Copyright Act, 1957 provide certain remedies in limited scope for Ambush Marketing. 

Copyright of a person is being infringed when there is registered use of trade marks At the 

point when copyright is damaged like when logos, marks or some other sort of unique work 

is utilized by a gathering without the authorization of the proprietor. The Copyright Act, 1957 

entitles the proprietor of the Copyright a benefit to appreciate the rights over his work to 

replicate, perform or distribute and when the other party makes use of work without his 

permission then it amounts to Copyright Infringement.  

Canada 

The famous case which detailed worldwide for Ambush Marketing was in Canada of 

National Hockey League v. Pepsi Cola Ltd. In the particular case  Pepsi had taken an 

advertising commercial called 'Eating routine Pepsi $4,000,000 Pro Hockey Playoff Pool' 

during the National Hockey Playoff recreations and the Stanley container. In this case,  Pepsi 

was not the official sponsor but it was Coca-Cola who was the official sponsor for the event. 

The court in it's verdict stated that there has been no particular legislation enacted by the  

Canadian Competition Act with regards to the Ambush Marketing but if any act done by the 

person which engages him to make false claims against the public then this Act will apply. 

Australia  

In the recent times, Australia has made certain laws pertaining to Ambush Marketing. During 

 
11 Sharad Vadehra, Kan and Krishme, Ambush Marketing – Growth in India 

http://www.galamarketlaw.com/joomla4/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=306&Itemid=306 

(Accessed on October 20, 2017) 
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Summer Olympics. During the Summer Olympics in 2000 which were held in Sydney, the 

Australian Government passed the Sydney 2000 games (Indicia and Images) Protection Act, 

1996 and the New South Wales government passed the Olympics Arrangements Act, 2000. 

The purpose of enacting such a law was to prevent ambush marketing in games and sports so 

a specific legislation was adopted by the government which was game legislation  After all in 

Olympics the Australian government has enacted certain laws for hallmark sport events and 

the most recent of them is the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games Protection Act, 

2005.12 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Ambush Marketing unethical as it damages the exclusive rights of the official sponsors and 

the event organizers, and the practice of ambush marketing has been increased in world wide 

sports. Stringent laws and regulations must be enacted by different countries so as to avoid 

the practice of ambush marketing which endangers the interests of various stakeholders 

connected in a direct relation to the event.  The London Olympics Bill, published on 15 July 

2005, debated in Standing Committee, and amended on 18 October 2005 are some of the 

Legislations relating to regulation of Sponsorships and prevention of Ambush Marketing. 

Many laws were made by the government so that sponsors who have invested could get 

proper returns over there investments, the event can run smoothly without any financial 

constraints and event organizers can get sponsorship from these companies. 

***** 

 
12 ‘Sport Facility Operations Management’ by Stacey A. Hall, Simon Shibli, Eric Schwarz, 2010 
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